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Google+ Social Media Marketing Pre-Campaign Report – Poricy Park 

Rationale for Incorporating a Google+ Page: Poricy Park Conservancy (Poricy hereafter) 

is a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization located in Middletown, New Jersey. Since 1970, Poricy 

has been preserving 250 acres of open space, wildlife, prehistoric fossil beds, and the historic 

Murray Farmhouse. Within Poricy, guests are able to utilize over three miles of walking 

trails, learn about 18
th

 century American history at the Murray Farmhouse and Barn, and dig 

for prehistoric fossils in Poricy Brook. Additionally, Poricy Park hosts community events, 

such as the People’s Choice Antique Car and Tractor Show and the Great Lawn Sale. 

Poricy has a moderately active social media presence with 164 followers on Twitter, 

671 Facebook page likes, and 278 Instagram followers. Currently, posts are made about once 

per month on each social media platform and, with an increase in activity occurring when 

Poricy has special upcoming events. Adweek reported that Google+ is a rapidly growing 

social media site with around 925,000 new users joining every day in 2014. With an already 

large and fast growing market of customers, the introduction of a Google+ page into Poricy 

Park's social media strategy will help increase brand awareness and audience reach. 

Additionally, the Google+ social media platform is a valuable resource for search engine 

optimization and should generate a stronger brand presence through a continuity of posts and 

links between their existing social media accounts.  

Proposed Integration into the Client’s Online Marketing: To attract Poricy Park visitors 

to follow the Google+ page, a Google+ icon will be added to the top right corner of the 

banner visible on all pages of the organization’s website, as shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: Website Mockup with G+ Social Media Icon Added 

 

 

The new Poricy Park Conservatory Google+ page can be found at the following URL: 

plus.google.com/100046822975735882132.  By the end of week one, enough Google+ users 

(25+) should be acquired to qualify for a vanity URL that incorporates the company name, 

such as google.com/+PoricyPark.  Poricy already has a social media presence with Facebook, 

Twitter, and Instagram pages, and Cindy Hershtag, the administrator of those pages, has 

agreed to link and reshare posts from these platforms to the new Google+ pages. Such 

http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/social-media-stats-2014/495727
https://plus.google.com/100046822975735882132
https://www.facebook.com/PoricyPark/
https://twitter.com/poricypark
https://www.instagram.com/explore/locations/252385512/?hl=en
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collaboration allows for all members of Poricy’s social media audience to experience a 

consistent and cohesive experience when visiting one of Poricy’s social media platforms. 

Additionally, the current social media pages will be checked every day to ensure that content 

posted onto the Google+ page is not repetitive, allowing for a fresh and exciting user 

experience. 

Proposed Tactics: Within the five week Google+ campaign, we plan to utilize several 

platforms such as Google+ Hangouts on Air, Google+ Communities, Google+ Events, 

Google+ circles, Recommended Links, photo uploads, and video uploads. Market 

segmentation will be utilized during the campaign via Google+ circles to categorize followers 

according to what elements of Poricy Park they would find most attractive. Users who circle 

Poricy Park’s Google+ page will be initially categorized into the following Google+ circles: 

Runners, Dog Lovers, Fossil Finders, History Buffs and Car Show Enthusiasts. The circles 

may be added to or expanded depending an analysis of new followers. By having these five 

initial circles, the five-member team can evenly distribute the responsibilities of posting and 

responding to user engagement.  Doing so will allow each team member to become familiar 

with each circle and their nuances, allowing for comprehensive and savvy discussions 

between Google+ administrators and followers. The Poricy Park Conservancy’s logo and at 

least five relevant #hashtags will also be worked into posts with pictures to increase brand 

awareness within Google+.      

Figure 2: Example Google+ Post          The #hashtags to be 

incorporated  consistently across 

every post include: “#PoricyPark 

#Poricy #LoveYourPark 

#NewJersey and #JerseyShore” 

with additional #hashtags that 

would be specifically related to 

the post or the circle. The example 

in Figure 2 features hashtags 

which allow the post’s reach to be 

maximized and shown whenever 

the #hashtag is searched by a 

Google+ user.  
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 Planned content focuses on various elements of the park such as: historical facts, 

sightseeing, hiking, running, dog-friendly activities, kid-friendly activities, and activities that 

groups such as cub scouts, girl scouts, or school groups can take part. These topics will be 

posted on a rotating basis to ensure fresh and engaging content that users from several 

different psychographics can appreciate. Each member of the five person team plans on 

posting at least once per day with post content rotating around the elements described above. 

A weekly break-down of the plan is exhibited in Table 1. Additionally, each team member is 

assigned a time period during which they will be responsible for engaging with followers on 

the page. Each week, all members of the team are expected to monitor the account for 

comments and be assigned a specific time slot during each day of the week for responding to 

those comments.  In order to execute this strategy, a Google Doc master schedule is going to 

be set up with deadlines and content-specific goals for each team member’s posts. 

Table 1: Proposed Google+ Campaign Weekly Plan 

Week Actions Content Tactics Goals 

1 

- Add 50 users to circles who 

would show interest in nature 

parks or historical sites 

- Encourage followers on other 

sites to follow on Google+ 

- Overview of 

Poricy Park and its 

offerings 

 

- Acquire 45 new users 

- Post at least 35 times 

- Average 2 interactions per post 

2 
- Add 45 users to circles 

- Advertise Hangout on Air, 

“History of Poricy Park” 

- Focus on activities - Acquire 40 new users 

- Post at least 35 times 

- Average 4 interactions per post 

3 
- Add 40 users to circles 

- Host Hangout on Air, “History of 

Poricy Park” 

- Focus on history - Acquire 35 new users 

- Post at least 35 times 

- Average 5 interactions per post 

4 
- Add 35 users to circles - Focus on trails - Acquire 35 new users 

- Post at least 35 times 

- Average 5 interactions per post 

5 
- Add 35 users to circles 

 

- Focus on car show - Acquire 30 new users 

- Post at least 35 times 

- Average 5 interactions per post 
   

Proposed Success Metrics: 

 Acquire at least 185 new followers 

 Average at least two interactions per post (+1s, comments, reshares) 

 Average at least 35 posts per week 

 Average two reshares per post 

 Average at least eight page views per day (total of 280 views over five weeks) 

 Receive at least two views of the recorded Hangout on Air 

Proposed Maintenance Plan: The Google+ page will be monitored multiple times daily 

with adjustments being made by all team members. Each team member will add relevant 
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content to the Google+ page, with an initial plan of having one post per team member per 

day. As was stated above, the workload is divided into content sections so that team members 

may gain more experience with the targeted audience with which they are assigned. Each 

team member will take shifts monitoring the page for comments and questions so that such 

interactions can be responded to in a timely manner. Posts will be created and planned at least 

one week before their scheduled posting and reviewed by all team members. The Hangouts 

on Air session is scheduled to be filmed and uploaded the fourth week of the campaign. The 

Hangout on Air is meant to be filmed and edited starting on the Monday of the fourth week 

and posted on the Thursday of the fourth week. The Hangout on Air session concentrates on 

the History of Poricy Park with main talking points revolving around the Murray Farmhouse, 

Lenape Indian presence in the area, and historical figures who visited the park. At the 

conclusion of the campaign, the Google+ account management transfers to Poricy Park’s 

Social Media Manager, Cindy Hershtag. 

Proposed ROI: Google+ is a useful tool that can be used to strengthen Poricy Park 

Conservancy’s social media and online presence. Poricy does not currently operate a 

Google+ page, however they do have other active social media accounts and Google+ could 

easily be added into their social media portfolio after the five week campaign. The 

campaign’s main purpose is to increase awareness of Poricy’s offerings, which is projected to 

stimulate traffic both online and to the park. Any revenue increase would be difficult to 

attribute directly to the use of Google+. However, campaign impact will be assessed through 

total engagement and interactions such as +1s, increases in followers, page views, and 

comments on Google+ posts. Prior to the campaign, Poricy did not have a Google+ page. The 

campaign will be successful if the page attains 150+ new followers and 200 page views. If 

Poricy is to continue utilizing Google+, the return on investment calculations would include 

cost as the number of hours dedicated to maintaining Google+ and the gain as the amount of 

traffic the Google+ page drives to the website.  

Poricy Park Conservancy is historically significant to Middletown and the 

surrounding New Jersey townships and Poricy aims to educate the community on the 

historical events that occurred on the grounds involving John Murray and George 

Washington.  Poricy’s vision is to “promote appreciation for conservation, education, and 

recreation at the facility” and by increasing their online presence, and therefore their 

community awareness, the Google+ campaign should aid in the realization of this vision. 


